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Essential Of Investments 9th Edition
Unlike other government and not-for-profit (NFP) books, this one is directed at potential users rather than preparers of financial reports. It demonstrates the significance of
reported information and shows users (managers, investors, taxpayers, legislators, trustees) how to interpret and analyze accounting information.
A practical guide to getting personal investing right Somewhere along the way, something has gone very wrong with the way individuals save and invest. Too often,
households are drawn in by promotional suggestions masquerading as impartial investment advice. Consumers get saddled with more risk than they realize. Authors Zvi
Bodie and Rachelle Taqqu understand the dilemma that today's investors face, and with Risk Less and Prosper they will help you find your financial footing. Written in an
accessible style, this practical guide skillfully explains why personal investing is all about you—your goals, your values and your career path. It shows how to understand
investment risk and choose the particular blend of risk and safety that is right for you. And it lays out several simple yet powerful ways for small investors to cast a reliable
safety net to achieve their financial goals and truly prosper. Coauthors Bodie and Taqqu challenge the myth that all investments require risk, then highlight some important
risks that families often disregard when deciding where to put their money. Later, they connect the dots between investment and investor, showing us all how to grasp our
own investment risk profiles and how we may use these insights to make more fitting investment choices. Outlines a straightforward way to invest by aligning your
investments with your goals and the risk levels you can bear Provides basic investment abc's for readers who are otherwise literate Lays out a simple, actionable plan for
achieving your goals Explains the role of risk-free assets and investment insurance in assuring that you reach your most essential goals Contrary to popular belief, investing
doesn't have to be complicated. You can build wealth without taking great risks. Risk Less and Prosper will show you how to make investment decisions that will make your
financial life less stressful and more profitable.
The market leading undergraduate investments textbook, Essentials of Investments, 9e by Bodie, Kane, and Marcus, emphasizes asset allocation while presenting the
practical applications of investment theory. The authors have eliminated unnecessary mathematical detail and concentrate on the intuition and insights that will be useful to
practitioners throughout their careers as new ideas and challenges emerge from the financial marketplace. The Ninth Edition includes increased attention to changes in
market structure and trading technology, while continuing to be organized around one basic theme - that security markets are nearly efficient. Connect is the only
integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your
class time is more engaging and effective.
"Essentials of Investments, Twelfth Edition, is intended as a textbook on investment analysis most applicable for a student's first course in investments. The chapters are
written in a modular format to give instructors the flexibility to either omit certain chapters or rearrange their order. The highlights in the margins describe updates and
important features in this edition"-More Active People for a Healthier World
Parenting Matters
Corporate Finance
Solutions Manual for Investments
Fundamentals of Investments
Every book is written with a certain reader in mind, and this book is no different: You may have some investments, but you're looking to develop a full-scale investment plan....You'd like to
strengthen your portfolio....You want to evaluate your investment advisor's advice....You have a company-sponsored investment plan, like a 401(k), and you're looking to make some
decisions or roll it over into a new plan....If one or more of these descriptions sound familiar, you've come to the right place.
The new Tenth Edition of this bestselling book teaches readers not only how to identify successful investment opportunities, but how to anticipate and deal with investment problems and
controversies as well. Jones carefully and gradually develops key concepts, while covering all the necessary background material. Only essential formulas are included. It's one of the most
readable, comprehensible investments titles available! * Includes added ethics coverage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Legislation. * Contains increased discussion of globalization issues. * Details
the variety of securities available, the markets in which they are traded, mechanics of securities training, and insight into the important concept of risk and return.
The integrated solutions for Bodie, Kane, and Marcus Investments set the standard for graduate/MBA investments textbooks. The unifying theme is that security markets are nearly
efficient, meaning that most securities are priced appropriately given their risk and return attributes. The content places greater emphasis on asset allocation and offers a much broader
and deeper treatment of futures, options, and other derivative security markets than most investment texts. Bodie Investments blend of practical and theoretical coverage combines
with a complete digital solution to help your students achieve higher outcomes in the course.
The market leading undergraduate investments textbook, Essentials of Investments, 9e by Bodie, Kane, and Marcus, emphasizes asset allocation while presenting the practical
applications of investment theory. The authors have eliminated unnecessary mathematical detail and concentrate on the intuition and insights that will be useful to practitioners
throughout their careers as new ideas and challenges emerge from the financial marketplace. The Ninth Edition includes increased attention to changes in market structure and trading
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technology, while continuing to be organized around one basic theme ‒ that security markets are nearly efficient.
The Capital Budgeting Decision
Solutions Manual for Essentials of Investments, Ninth Edition, Zvi Bodie, Alex Kane, Alan J. Marcus
Bank Management and Financial Services
Valuation and Management
Making Millions For Dummies
Fundamentals of Investments was written to: 1. Focus on students as investment managers, giving them information they can act on instead of
concentrating on theories and research without the proper context. 2. Offer strong, consistent pedagogy, including a balanced, unified
treatment of the main types of financial investments as mirrored in the investment world. 3. Organize topics in a way that makes them easy to
apply--whether to a portfolio simulation or to real life--and support these topics with hands-on activities. The approach of this text
reflects two central ideas. First, there is a consistent focus on the student as an individual investor or investments manager. Second, a
consistent, unified treatment of the four basic types of financial instruments--stocks, bonds, options, and futures--focusing on their
characteristics and features, their risks and returns, and the markets in which they trade.
Essentials of InvestmentsMcGraw-Hill Education
The must-have guide to achieving great wealth Making Millions For Dummies lays out in simple, easy-to-understand steps the best ways to
achieve wealth. Through a proven methodology of saving, building a successful business, smart investing, and carefully managing assets, this
up-front, reliable guide shows readers how to achieve millionaire or multimillionaire status. It provides the lowdown on making wise
financial decisions, with guidance on managing investments and inheritances, minimizing taxes, making money grow, and, most important, how to
avoid common and costly financial mistakes. Millionaire wannabes will see how to maintain financial security throughout their life with this
easy-to-follow road map to financial independence. For individuals who yearn to make millions but don't want to be restricted to owning or
running a business, the book features other options, such as inventing and patenting the next big thing, consulting, selling high-value
collectibles, and flipping or owning real estate.
Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child dyad and the environment of the familyâ€"which includes all primary
caregiversâ€"are at the foundation of children's well- being and healthy development. From birth, children are learning and rely on parents
and the other caregivers in their lives to protect and care for them. The impact of parents may never be greater than during the earliest
years of life, when a child's brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of her or his experiences are created and shaped by parents and
the family environment. Parents help children build and refine their knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their health and wellbeing during childhood and beyond. The experience of parenting also impacts parents themselves. For instance, parenting can enrich and give
focus to parents' lives; generate stress or calm; and create any number of emotions, including feelings of happiness, sadness, fulfillment,
and anger. Parenting of young children today takes place in the context of significant ongoing developments. These include: a rapidly growing
body of science on early childhood, increases in funding for programs and services for families, changing demographics of the U.S.
population, and greater diversity of family structure. Additionally, parenting is increasingly being shaped by technology and increased
access to information about parenting. Parenting Matters identifies parenting knowledge, attitudes, and practices associated with positive
developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8; universal/preventive and targeted strategies used in a variety of settings that have been
effective with parents of young children and that support the identified knowledge, attitudes, and practices; and barriers to and
facilitators for parents' use of practices that lead to healthy child outcomes as well as their participation in effective programs and
services. This report makes recommendations directed at an array of stakeholders, for promoting the wide-scale adoption of effective programs
and services for parents and on areas that warrant further research to inform policy and practice. It is meant to serve as a roadmap for the
future of parenting policy, research, and practice in the United States.
Worry-free Investing
Supporting Parents of Children Ages 0-8
Loose-Leaf for Fundamentals of Investments
Fundamentals of Business (black and White)
This manual provides detailed solutions to the end-of-chapter problem sets.
In the United States, some populations suffer from far greater disparities in health than others. Those disparities are caused not only by
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fundamental differences in health status across segments of the population, but also because of inequities in factors that impact health
status, so-called determinants of health. Only part of an individual's health status depends on his or her behavior and choice; communitywide problems like poverty, unemployment, poor education, inadequate housing, poor public transportation, interpersonal violence, and
decaying neighborhoods also contribute to health inequities, as well as the historic and ongoing interplay of structures, policies, and norms
that shape lives. When these factors are not optimal in a community, it does not mean they are intractable: such inequities can be mitigated
by social policies that can shape health in powerful ways. Communities in Action: Pathways to Health Equity seeks to delineate the causes of
and the solutions to health inequities in the United States. This report focuses on what communities can do to promote health equity, what
actions are needed by the many and varied stakeholders that are part of communities or support them, as well as the root causes and
structural barriers that need to be overcome.
If your personal financial knowledge is limited, you're probably not at fault. Personal Finance 101 isn't offered in our schools - not in
high school and not even in the best colleges and graduate programs. It should be. (Of course, if it were, I wouldn't be able to write fun
and useful books such as this - or maybe they'd use this book in the course!) People keep making the same common financial mistakes over and
over - procrastinating and lack of planning, wasteful spending, falling prey to financial salespeople and pitches, failing to do sufficient
research before making important financial decisions, and so on. This book can keep you from falling into the same traps and get you going on
the best paths. As unfair as it may seem, numerous pitfalls await you when you seek help for your financial problems. The world is filled
with biased and bad financial advice. As a practicing financial counselor and now as a writer, I constantly see and hear about the
consequences of poor advice. Of course, every profession has bad apples, but too many of the people calling themselves ''financial planners''
have conflicts of interest and an inadequate competence level. All too often, financial advice ignores the big picture and focuses narrowly
on investing. Because money is not an end in itself but a part of your whole life, this book helps connect your financial goals and
challenges to the rest of your life. You need a broad understanding of personal finance to include all areas of your financial life:
spending, taxes, saving and investing, insurance, and planning for major goals like education, buying a home, and retirement.....You want to
know the best places to go for your circumstances, so this book contains specific, tried-and-proven recommendations. I also suggest where to
turn next if you need more information and help.
Bank Management and Financial Services, now in its ninth edition, is designed primarily for students interested in pursuing careers in or
learning more about the financial services industry. It explores the services that banks and their principal competitors (including savings
and loans, credit unions, security and investment firms) offer in an increasingly competitive financial-services marketplace. The ninth
edition discusses the major changes and events that are remaking banking and financial services today. Among the key events and unfolding
trends covered inthe text are: Newest Reforms in the Financial System, including the new Dodd-Frank Financial Reform Law and the Credit Card
Accountability, Responsibility, and Disclosure (CARD) Act of 2009. Global Financial Sector coverage of the causes and impact of the latest
"great recession." Systemic Risk and the presentation of the challenges posed in the financial system. Exploration of changing views on the
"too big to fail" (TBTF) doctrine and how regulators may be forced to deal with TBTF in the future. Controlling Risk Exposure presentation of
methods in an increasingly volatile economy
Concepts and Practices: Solutions Manual
EBOOK: Essentials of Investments: Global Edition
Loose Leaf Investments with Solutions Manual
Quantitative Investment Analysis
Personal Finance for Dummies®
Introducing... Essentials of Investments, 9th Global Edition, by Zvi Bodie, Alex Kane and Alan J. Marcus. We are pleased to present this Global Edition, which has been developed specifically to meet the needs of international
Investment students. A market leader in the field, this text emphasizes asset allocation while presenting the practical applications of investment theory without unnecessary mathematical detail. The ninth edition includes new
coverage on the roots and fallout from the recent financial crisis and provides increased content on the changes in market structure and trading technology. Enhancements to this new Global Edition include: - New ‘On the market
front’ boxes highlight important investment concepts in real world situations across the globe, to promote student thinking without taking a full case study approach. Topics include short-selling in Europe & Asia, credit default
swaps and the debt crisis in Greece and include examples from Commerzbank, JP Morgan, Facebook, Coca-Cola, Santander, The European Energy Exchange, plus many more! - Revised worked examples illustrate problems
using both real and fictional scenarios from across the world to help students develop their problem solving skills. Regional examples include Hutchinson Whampoa (Asia), The Emirates Group (The Middle East) and KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines (The Netherlands). - Revised end-of chapter material includes brand new global questions and global internet exercises that feature currencies, companies and scenarios from Europe, Middle East, Africa and
Asia to increase engagement for international students. - Global Edition of Connect Plus Finance, McGraw-Hill’s web-based assignment and assessment platform with eBook access, helps students learn faster, study more
efficiently, and retain more knowledge. This Global Edition has been adapted to meet the needs of courses outside of the United States and does not align with the instructor and student resources available with the US edition.
"Traditionally, investments textbooks tend to fall into one of two camps. The first type has a greater focus on portfolio management and covers a significant amount of portfolio theory. The second type is more concerned with
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security analysis and generally contains fairly detailed coverage of fundamental analysis as a tool for equity valuation. Today, most texts try to cover all the bases by including some chapters drawn from one camp and some from
another. The result of trying to cover everything is either a very long book or one that forces the instructor to bounce back and forth between chapters. This frequently leads to a noticeable lack of consistency in treatment. Different chapters have completely different approaches: Some are computational, some are theoretical, and some are descriptive. Some do macroeconomic forecasting, some do mean-variance portfolio theory and beta estimation, and
some do financial statements analysis. Options and futures are often essentially tacked on the back to round out this disconnected assortment"-Many Americans don’t understand personal finance. If you’re among them, it’s probably not your fault. Personal Finance 101 is not offered in our schools – not in high school, not even in the best colleges and graduate schools.
It should be. There are common financial problems and mistakes and different people keep making those same mistakes over and over again. Personal Finance For Dummies, 3rd Edition, like a good friend, can stop you from
falling into those traps. This book is for anyone who wants a crash course in personal finance. It’s basic enough for a novice to get his or her arms around thorny financial issues, but advanced readers will be challenged to think
about their finances in a new way and identify areas for improvement. In a nutshell, this easy-to-understand guide is for anyone who wants to Get out of high-interest consumer dept Plan for major goals Start an investment
program Minimize high piles of bills, receipts, and junk mail You’ll explore what it takes to start an investment program as you diagnose your current financial health, set new goals, and reduce your spending. Personal Finance
For Dummies, 3rd Edition, also covers: Figuring out where your dollars are going Solving debt and credit problems Reducing your tax burden Picking up wise investments Paying the right price for insurance Figuring out where
to go for more financial information Best-selling personal finance writer Eric Tyson is a master at keeping it simple. And his third edition of Personal Finance For Dummies, can help you consider your higher life goals and nonfinancial priorities (your family, your friends, and your causes) and how you can best accomplish those with the financial resources you have.
The Solutions Manual, prepared by Bruce Swensen, Adelphi University, provides detailed solutions to the end-of-chapter problems.
Disease Control Priorities, Third Edition (Volume 9)
Understanding Healthcare Financial Management
Guide to Global Real Estate Investment Trusts
Stock Investing For Dummies
Improving Health and Reducing Poverty
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for
guidance in solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional
Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify proper conduct
in a variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary action is possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and
the courts.
Your complete guide to quantitative analysis in the investment industry Quantitative Investment Analysis, Third Edition is a newly revised and updated text that presents you with a
blend of theory and practice materials to guide you through the use of statistics within the context of finance and investment. With equal focus on theoretical concepts and their
practical applications, this approachable resource offers features, such as learning outcome statements, that are targeted at helping you understand, retain, and apply the
information you have learned. Throughout the text's chapters, you explore a wide range of topics, such as the time value of money, discounted cash flow applications, common
probability distributions, sampling and estimation, hypothesis testing, and correlation and regression. Applying quantitative analysis to the investment process is an important task
for investment pros and students. A reference that provides even subject matter treatment, consistent mathematical notation, and continuity in topic coverage will make the
learning process easier—and will bolster your success. Explore the materials you need to apply quantitative analysis to finance and investment data—even if you have no previous
knowledge of this subject area Access updated content that offers insight into the latest topics relevant to the field Consider a wide range of subject areas within the text, including
chapters on multiple regression, issues in regression analysis, time-series analysis, and portfolio concepts Leverage supplemental materials, including the companion Workbook and
Instructor's Manual, sold separately Quantitative Investment Analysis, Third Edition is a fundamental resource that covers the wide range of quantitative methods you need to know
in order to apply quantitative analysis to the investment process.
The problem of capital budgeting; Illustrating the measures of investment worth; Present value versus rate of return; The meaning of present value; Classifying investments; The use
of cash flows in evaluating investments; Corporate income taxes and investment decisions; Capital budgeting under capital rationing; An introduction to uncertainty; Introduction to
portfolio analysis; The capital asset pricing model; Application of the capital asset pricing model to multiperiod investments; Uncertainty and undiversified investors; Buy or lease;
Accounting concepts consistent with present-value calculations; Capital budgeting and inflation; Investment timing; Evaluation private investment proposals: a national economic
point of view; Fluctuating rates of output; using investment portfolios to change risk; Models for portfolio analysis; Capital rationing: a programming approach.
Although Article 23(5) of EU Regulation 1/2003 provides that competition law fines ‘shall not be of a criminal law nature’, this has not prevented certain criminal law principles from
finding their way into European Union (EU) competition law procedures. Even more significantly, the deterrent effect of competition law fines has led courts in the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom (UK), as well as the European Court of Human Rights, to conclude that competition law proceedings can lead to a criminal charge. This book offers the first booklength study of whether courts do indeed apply criminal law principles in competition law proceedings and, if so, how these principles are adapted to the needs and characteristics of
competition law. Focusing on competition law developments (both legislative and judicial) over a period of twenty years in three jurisdictions – the Netherlands, the UK and the EU –
the author compares how each of the following (criminal law) principles has emerged and been interpreted in each jurisdiction’s proceedings: freedom from self-incrimination; non
bis in idem; burden and standard of proof; legality and legal certainty; and proportionality of sanctions. The author offers proposals involving both legislative and judicial actions, with
examples of judges invoking criminal law principles to develop an appropriate level of safeguards in competition law proceedings. The book shows that criminal law can provide a
rich source of inspiration for the judiciary on the appropriate level of legal safeguards in competition law proceedings. As such, it provides an important source of information and
guidance for lawyers and judges dealing with competition law matters.
A Safe Approach to Achieving Your Lifetime Financial Goals
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Investments
Global Action Plan on Physical Activity 2018-2030
Investing for Dummies®
Loose Leaf Essentials of Investments with Connect Access Card
As the culminating volume in the DCP3 series, volume 9 will provide an overview of DCP3 findings and methods, a summary of messages and substantive
lessons to be taken from DCP3, and a further discussion of cross-cutting and synthesizing topics across the first eight volumes. The introductory
chapters (1-3) in this volume take as their starting point the elements of the Essential Packages presented in the overview chapters of each volume.
First, the chapter on intersectoral policy priorities for health includes fiscal and intersectoral policies and assembles a subset of the population
policies and applies strict criteria for a low-income setting in order to propose a "highest-priority" essential package. Second, the chapter on
packages of care and delivery platforms for universal health coverage (UHC) includes health sector interventions, primarily clinical and public health
services, and uses the same approach to propose a highest priority package of interventions and policies that meet similar criteria, provides cost
estimates, and describes a pathway to UHC.
The market leading undergraduate investments textbook, Essentials of Investments, 8e by Bodie, Kane and Marcus, emphasizes asset allocation while
presenting the practical applications of investment theory. The authors have eliminated unnecessary mathematical detail and concentrate on the intuition
and insights that will be useful to practitioners throughout their careers as new ideas and challenges emerge from the financial marketplace. The eighth
edition has been fully updated to reflect the recent financial crisis and includes a new chapter on Hedge Funds.
The integrated solutions for Bodie, Kane, and Marcus' Investments set the standard for graduate/MBA investments textbooks. The unifying theme is that
security markets are nearly efficient, meaning that most securities are priced appropriately given their risk and return attributes. The content places
greater emphasis on asset allocation and offers a much broader and deeper treatment of futures, options, and other derivative security markets than most
investment texts. Available as a separate purchase, McGraw-Hill's adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides assignable modules that help
students master chapter core concepts and come to class more prepared. In addition, resources within Connect help students solve financial problems and
apply what they've learned. Bodie Investments' blend of practical and theoretical coverage combines with a complete digital solution to help your
students achieve higher outcomes in the course. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to
deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
The authors teach readers about the new rules of investing, which include investing with inflation-protected bonds, reaching retirement goals, and
investing safely for college.
Applied Dental Materials
Student Solutions Manual for Investments
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Pathways to Health Equity
Analysis and Management

An excellent resource for investors, Modern Portfolio Theory and Investment Analysis, 9th Edition examines the characteristics and analysis of individual securities as well as the theory and
practice of optimally combining securities into portfolios. A chapter on behavioral finance is included, aimed to explore the nature of individual decision making. A chapter on forecasting
expected returns, a key input to portfolio management, is also included. In addition, investors will find material on value at risk and the use of simulation to enhance their understanding of the
field.
(Black & White version) Fundamentals of Business was created for Virginia Tech's MGT 1104 Foundations of Business through a collaboration between the Pamplin College of Business and
Virginia Tech Libraries. This book is freely available at: http://hdl.handle.net/10919/70961 It is licensed with a Creative Commons-NonCommercial ShareAlike 3.0 license.
Regular physical activity is proven to help prevent and treat noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) such as heart disease, stroke, diabetes and breast and colon cancer. It also helps to prevent
hypertension, overweight and obesity and can improve mental health, quality of life and well-being. In addition to the multiple health benefits of physical activity, societies that are more active can
generate additional returns on investment including a reduced use of fossil fuels, cleaner air and less congested, safer roads. These outcomes are interconnected with achieving the shared goals,
political priorities and ambition of the Sustainable Development Agenda 2030. The new WHO global action plan to promote physical activity responds to the requests by countries for updated
guidance, and a framework of effective and feasible policy actions to increase physical activity at all levels. It also responds to requests for global leadership and stronger regional and national
coordination, and the need for a whole-of-society response to achieve a paradigm shift in both supporting and valuing all people being regularly active, according to ability and across the life
course. The action plan was developed through a worldwide consultation process involving governments and key stakeholders across multiple sectors including health, sports, transport, urban
design, civil society, academia and the private sector.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's applied perspective cements students' understanding of the modern-day core principles by equipping students with a problem-solving methodology and
profiling real-life financial management practices--all within a clear valuation framework. KEY TOPICS: Corporate Finance and the Financial Manager;Introduction to Financial Statement
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Analysis;The Valuation Principle: The Foundation of Financial Decision Making;The Time Value of Money;Interest Rates;Bonds;Valuing Stocks;Investment Decision Rules;Fundamentals of
Capital Budgeting;Risk and Return in Capital Markets;Systematic Risk and the Equity Risk Premium;Determining the Cost of Capital;Risk and the Pricing of Options;Raising Equity Capital;Debt
Financing;Capital Structure;Payout Policy;Financial Modeling and Pro Forma Analysis;Working Capital Management;Short-Term Financial Planning;Risk Management;International
Corporate Finance; Leasing;Mergers and Acquisitions;Corporate Governance MARKET: Appropriate for Undergraduate Corporate Finance courses.
Communities in Action
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
Government and Not-for-Profit Accounting
Essentials of Investments: 9th Edition
Risk Less and Prosper
Fundamentals of Investments is aimed at the introductory investments class with students who have relatively little familiarity with investments. The text is written in a relaxed, informal style
that engages the student and treats him or her as an active participant rather than a passive information absorber. Fundamentals appeals to intuition and basic principles whenever possible
because the authors found that this approach effectively promotes understanding. The text also makes extensive use of examples, drawing on material from the world around us and using
familiar companies wherever appropriate. Throughout, the text strikes a balance by introducing and covering the essentials while leaving some of the details to follow-up courses. Topics are
organized in a way that would make them easy to apply—whether to a portfolio simulation or to real life—and support these topics with hands-on activities. This ninth edition provides a terrific
framework and introduction for students looking to pursue a career in investments—particularly for those interested in eventually holding the CFA charter.
Economic Analysis and Financing of Investment Projects
Essentials of Investments
Your Guide to Safer Investing
Modern Portfolio Theory and Investment Analysis
Personal Finance For Dummies
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